A neurodevelopmental approach to Brainspotting:
Brainspotting for parents and children to address developmental trauma
When we Look at developmental medicine from a developmental trauma perspective as has
been suggested in a newly published paper on a new concept of developmental medicine,
we have to address also minor adverse childhood experiences as early as possible to avoid
long term effects on health and behavior. A developmental pediatrician has developed a
Brainspotting approach to facilitate this. The history of a child is taken to evaluate for minor
and major adverse events during pregnancy, birth and early life. When there is emotional
load to the mother or the parents while talking about those early events with the child, eg a
car accident during pregnancy, long stressful labor, a separation from the baby due to illness
etc. the first step is to work through those strong emotions with the parents preferably
through Brainspotting . This leads usually to more emotional freedom towards their child as
well as to experience Brainspotting herself/ themselves. The events in the life of the child
are identified that could have been traumatic, overwhelming to the nervous system. In a
next step a session is scheduled where the parent tells the “story of a baby” or for adopted
children it could also be the “story of a puppy”. It is important that the story is told in a
neutral manner as the story of “a” child, not specifically “Tom”, “Eva” etc. This neutrality
reflects the principle of uncertainty in Brainspotting as neither the therapist nor the parents
know for sure what has been traumatizing for their child. Through this course of action any
imposition on the child can be avoided. While the parents recall the story, the therapist
stops at any possibly harmful/ overwhelming point and asks the child how the baby may
have felt. If there is anything but “good”, the therapist asks the child to locate it in its body.
This is often possible for the children. At this point a Brainspotting process with the child
starts. When the child is through and feels good again the storytelling of the patent
continuous till the next possible adverse event. In between it is also recommended, to ask
the child at nice moments how the baby or the little child may have felt. The intervention
stops always at a good feeling. The type of Brainspotting used depends on the age of the
child. It can vary from just waiting for a gaze spot to return to attention to mom or therapist
to locating the uneasy body feeling in a stuffed animal to a regular inner or outer brain spot,
to spotting on a Z axis …Any possible technique of Brainspotting may be applied. Usually
with children the single event spotting is short but can also last when there are many
overwhelming moments like in a hospitalization or complex traumatic injury or a prolonged
difficult birth process.
When the story is finished, or the child signaled to stop often the children like to draw a
picture or they just want to cuddle with mom or to move around.
Often after only one such intervention there is significant behavioral change.
Other children want to come back for more “story telling”.
This approach can be used with babies, toddlers, preschoolers, kindergarteners and school
age children. During puberty there may be hesitation to engage so strongly with the parents.
In young adults it can be implemented again.
The aim of this specific Brainspotting setting is to treat developmental trauma and adverse
childhood experiences as early as possible to not impact the future life.
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